EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES

PRACTICAL CHINESE PROGRAMME

XJTLU has established partnerships with a large number of
institutions all over the world. We welcome more than two
hundred exchange and visiting students to join our Chinese
courses every year and student numbers are growing fast.
We provide tailored modules and materials to cater for exchange
and visiting students’ learning needs. Please contact us at
studyabroad@xjtlu.edu.cn if you are interested in establishing
an institutional partnership with us.

The Practical Chinese Programme offers a range of Chinese
language courses for non-degree international students at all
levels, from beginner to advanced. The programme includes 12
contact hours per week, with 16 teaching weeks per semester. With
small class sizes and a friendly, relaxed atmosphere, our
experienced teachers aim to help you enjoy the learning process
and gain confidence in using your new language skills in your daily
life.
Please scan the QR code and visit our website for more information.

SUMMER SCHOOL

The Chinese Language Summer School at XJTLU is a fun summer
school programme which can enrich your Chinese language and
culture learning experience. Three programmes (2 weeks, 4
weeks, and 6 weeks) and four study levels are tailored to your
needs. Your participation in the cultural and social activities
and excursions can also help improve your language skills, and
immerse you in the culture as well.
Please scan the QR code if you would like to know more about
our Summer School. We are waiting for you!

Cameron Peacock (from University of
Liverpool, British)
“It's been a great experience learning
the Chinese language. The sessions
have been engaging and fun, with the
pace at which the lesson is taught being
tailored to your ability to learn. I can't
wait to practice what I have learnt with
others in the future!”

Eirik Hjalte (from BI Norwegian Business
School, Norwegian )
“Chinese is so fun to learn because it is
so different from Norwegian. You do not
feel like you are learning a foreign
language, instead you feel like you are
learning to know a whole new culture.”

Chinese Division
Modern Languages Centre, School of Languages
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
111 Ren’ai Road, Dushu Lake Higher Education
Town, SIP, Suzhou, Jiangsu 215123, PR China
LearnChinese@xjtlu.edu.cn
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CONTINUING SUPPORT (CS)

HSK TEST CENTRE

The Chinese Division at XJTLU delivers a wide range of
courses that help international students develop both
Chinese language skills and a deeper understanding of
China’s unique culture. Over 5,000 international students
from more than 80 countries have taken Chinese modules at
XJTLU to date.

• A large program that places you in exactly the right level of
learning to fit your needs
• Communicative teaching approaches that enable you to apply
language skills to deal with real-world scenarios
• A range of educational technologies to refresh your language
learning
• Full Quality Assurance processes to guarantee all teaching and
assessments are in accordance with UK higher education
standards
• Abundant extracurricular activities and subsidised field trips
to enhance your learning experiences

As part of Chinese teaching & learning at XJTLU, CS Chinese
provides students with supplementary opportunities to enhance
their Chinese level and experience Chinese culture. CS Chinese
activities include HSK Preparation Workshops, Language Clinic
Workshops, Culture Activities, and Cultural Trips etc.

The HSK Chinese Proficiency Test is an international
standardized test of Chinese language proficiency. The XJTLU
HSK Test Centre provides both computer-based and paper-based
HSK exams, as well as the HSK Speaking Test (HSKK), and
Business Chinese Test (BCT).

Scan and follow us on WeChat to explore more.

For more information, please contact:
LearnChinese@xjtlu.edu.cn

Lillyan Wallace (American)
“Learning Chinese has not only
allowed me the chance to immerse
myself in Chinese culture, but it's
also given me new self-confidence.
While being full of laughs, fun, and
plenty of newfound friends, the
classes provide a positive and safe
learning environment for all to learn
the Chinese language and culture."
Jihyeon Lee (South Korean)
“My favorite class is Chinese. All the
class materials are well-prepared and
interactive, hence I have lots of
confidence with my Chinese and it
helps me to make more Chinese
friends and I can travel around China
by myself.”

Janis Anerauds (Latvian)
“As a total beginner and newcomer to
the Asian culture and languages, this
course gave me really good start in my
Chinese language journey. But also it
is important to mention teachers,
because they not only support you
throughout the journey, they also
make it super interesting and fun to
learn!”
Jonathan Sebastian Chandra (Indonesian)
“Learning Chinese language in XJTLU
is the best decision I’ve made so far. I
will always miss the activity in the
class. Last but not least, I would like to
thank my teachers for teaching me
throughout my study. They are so
friendly while teaching us. Hope to
stay in touch with them in the
future!”

